
Attention:  Americans...Capable Americans!
(Less is More!)

Just the thoughts of a reasonable old man; a dumb old man who knows nothing.  An old man who loves America...The America 
as it was intended by our founders.  Not the fraud of an America, in the current hands of the impostors to which many 
unprincipled americans have acquiesced. 
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1. Did the founders intend that a competitive political system be 
installed to establish a constant source of disruption and dissent 
which would encourage political divisiveness and competition 
between the clients of this protection service?

2. Were not these very same clients of this protective service 
set-up almost from the very beginning (by attorneys I am 
betting) to be constantly embroiled in manufactured crisis after 
manufactured crisis in order to manipulate and exploit the 
trusting and ignorant nature of these employers?

3.  Does not the vote of your representatives count as equal to 
all representatives?  So what accounts for a  hierarchical system 
installed that gives certain members of the same body political 
power over the rest of the representatives?  The power to 
coerce, intimidate and corrupt?

4.  And do not these American employers, under provisions of 
the Founder’s Unanimous Declaration of Independence have not 
the right to terminate without cause and with no notice, the 
services by abolishing any such organization for any reason at 
the pleasure of the people? 

To Thinking Americans...those who have not fallen victim to the illusions of distraction 

which mask the other hand of the wizard pulling the strings of deception---

Have you considered that the original intent of creating a “government,” was for the mutual 
protection of society?

Must you not ask yourself…

1. Did the founders intend that a competitive political system be 
installed to establish a constant source of disruption and dissent 
which would encourage political divisiveness and competition 
between the clients of this protection service?

2. Were not these very same clients of this protective service 
set-up almost from the very beginning (by attorneys I am 
betting) to be constantly embroiled in manufactured crisis after 
manufactured crisis in order to manipulate and exploit the 
trusting and ignorant nature of these employers?

3.  Does not the vote of your representatives count as equal to 
all representatives?  So what accounts for a  hierarchical system 
installed that gives certain members of the same body political 
power over the rest of the representatives?  The power to 
coerce, intimidate and corrupt?

4.  And do not these American employers, under provisions of 
the Founder’s Unanimous Declaration of Independence have not 
the right to terminate without cause and with no notice, the 
services by abolishing any such organization for any reason at 
the pleasure of the people? 
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The people, as the ultimate arbiters and the supreme authority...and as the clearly intended 
beneficiaries of the Constitution for the united States of America, an agreement through 
which the Enumerated Powers, the only authorized services to be performed by this services 
company founded as the “government,” are clearly the owners of all of the assets, in any form 
they may take or in any way by which they may have been altered or moved to any location to 
which they may have been transferred, regardless of any possible claims by impostors to the 
contrary. 

General Identification of current known administrative entities criminally impersonating 
public institutions (All easily identified by a Safe or Duns number and a matching financial 
reporting system commonly identified as the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report 
(CAFR).  

1. The United States of America, Inc. any all or any derivatives
2. The state of (any current corporation misrepresenting itself as a lawful state) using this 

name format and forming an unlawful corporation with no consent from the governed.  A 
criminal act perpetrated through a criminally motivated technique called Semantic deceit.

3. The county of (any current corporation misrepresenting itself as a lawful county) using 
this name format and forming an unlawful corporation with no consent from the 
governed.  A criminal act perpetrated through a criminally motivated technique called 
Semantic deceit.

4. The city of (any current corporation misrepresenting itself as a lawful city) using this 
name format and forming an unlawful corporation with no consent from the governed.  A 
criminal act perpetrated through a criminally motivated technique called Semantic deceit.

5. Others as exposed in due course. 

General Identification of current known criminally impersonators, impersonating lawful 
public officers and public servants. 

1. Unless otherwise publicly declared to the contrary, all members of the current 
corporation, deliberately misrepresented as the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
INCORPORATED.

2. Unless otherwise publicly declared to the contrary, all members of the current 
corporation, deliberately misrepresented as the CONGRESS or any such 
derivatives.

3. Unless otherwise publicly declared to the contrary, all members of the current 
corporation, deliberately misrepresented as the JUDICIARY or any such 
derivatives.

4. Any candidate who represents himself as running for public office and upon 
winning the elected seat becomes a corporate officer without full disclosure. 

5. Others as exposed in due course.
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04Sep16 – Required Public Servant Viewing

Public Servants are your Trustees; Fire Your Trustees for Cause. No Court Action Required!
Now the question must be asked of the people who are the clients of this company, and the only 
source of lawful authority: 

1. Why are criminal impostors, with no proper authority or consent,  pretending to be 
providing the the contracted services?  And...

2. By what authority do these impostors further misrepresent themselves as having lawful 
authority to speak for the people? And…

3. By what authority do these impostors further misrepresent themselves as having lawful 
authority to negotiate national and international contracts, treaties or any other 
agreements in the name of the American people? And…

4. By what lawful authority have they assumed the responsibility, and the lawful authority  
to direct the American people in the manner they conduct their everyday normal life 
activities? And…

5. By what lawful authority do they presume to misrepresent their authority to violate the 
restrictions of original enumerated powers and the supremacy clause of their original 
service contract, the Constitution for the united States of America?  And…

6. By what lawful authority do they presume to misrepresent their authority to continue to 
fraudulently operate while in breach of contract and a state of bankruptcy?

Shall we be more precise?  Your attention is being deliberately diverted!  Your sensationalized 
curiosity has been exploited.  You have been trained to seek the most disgusting and debased 
subject matter that appeals to the worst human characteristics.   

• It is not about Hillary…
• It is not about Trump…

Even Ron Paul has come out of “their,” closet
12Sep16 – Ron Paul: election-2016-liberty-loses-no-matter-who-wins

Can any reasonable American deny this?
1934-congressman-mcfaddens-comments-and-affidavit-calling-out-the-fed

Perhaps you are not even capable of understanding and dealing with the truth.  Or perhaps you 
just chose to ignore your responsibilities…or...perhaps you can not handle the truth...

• for the sake of all Americans...is that really your option?
• for the sake of religious freedom...is that really your option?
• for the sake of future generations...is that really your option?
• To those who made the supreme sacrifice so you can enjoy your perceived “freedom...” is 

that really your option?
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Does not all human success resolve to a single word?  

Can any society work without this single word? 

honor

Americans…
in whose hands does our 
destiny rest if not yours…?
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